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What to Do When Your Faith Goes Stale
We never had the problem of stale chips and crackers when I was a kid. But that’s because I
grew up in a part of the country where there was humidity about 3 days out of the year. But here
in middle Tennessee, it’s a different story.
These days of summer are not just hot – they are thick. It can feel sometimes like walking
around in a bowl of soup with a wool sweater wrapped around your face. And the chips and
crackers in the house are one of the casualties.
You know that feeling? Of biting into something that’s supposed to satisfyingly crunch, and
instead coming away with a mouthful of gummy mush? Here’s another question – does faith
ever feel like that? It certainly does to me.
In an ideal world, our faith should have some edge to it. Some emotion. Some excitement.
Some vital tingling that comes from knowing we have been rescued from the gravest danger
imaginable with the best news possible. And to know that we live in perpetual safety because
the grip of the Savior who holds us is mighty, mighty strong.
But there are days… even seasons… when what should be so joy-producing just seems stale.
Soft. Punchy.
You bite into God’s Word, or prayer, or fellowship with the saints, and you feel… not very much.
And you know deep inside of you that this is wrong, and you want it to be different. So what do
you say to yourself during those times when your faith feels stale? Here are three things:
1. God’s affection for me has not grown stale.
One of my favorite gospel images comes in Jesus’ story of two prodigal sons. While the older
son stayed at home under the guise of faithful service to the father, the younger son sought
adventure and satisfaction elsewhere. Taking his inheritance early, the younger son abandoned
the family and went to life his best life now in the far country. Eventually he came to awakening
of everything he had sacrificed and began the long journey home. And when he finally gets
within eyesight of his childhood home, his father meets him on the road, and that’s when we
get the image.
The Bible says the Father, literally, “fell upon the neck” of the son. Despite his arrogance,
despite his abandonment, despite his stale heart, the father’s affection had not grown cold. He
still burned with love for his boy. What an image. And here we find ourselves. True enough,
perhaps we haven’t exactly spent time in the far country. We may have actually been more like
the older son, going through the motions of service all the while feeling less and less joy and
more and more bitterness. But the affection of the father for both his sons is near palpable.
What an amazing thing to know – not just feel, but know – that God’s affection for you is rooted
in the sure foundation of the gospel, not how much emotion you can gin up for Him. So when
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you feel your faith growing stale, stoke the fire a bit with the confidence that God is still ready to
fall upon your neck.
2. Beware the lure of substitute joy.
The human heart is made to seek joy. We are crafted for enjoyment. But in our sin, we have
sought that joy and fulfillment in false sources. As the prophet said, “For my people have
committed a double evil: They have abandoned me, the fountain of living water, and dug
cisterns for themselves—cracked cisterns that cannot hold water” (Jer. 2:13). When we feel our
faith growing stale, we often wish it was different. We long for the seasons when the feelings
were stronger and the joy seemed greater. But we should also be aware – these days of
staleness are precisely the moments when the lure of sin will be great.
Thirsty for joy, we will look to broken cisterns instead of to the fountain of living water. Speak it
to your soul, Christian, and urge yourself to be on your guard because sin will find a foothold.
3. It will not always be this way.
And then there’s this. This wonderful news. When our faith seems to grow stale, we can remind
ourselves that it will not always be this way.
Here’s a portion of John’s glorious revelation about the day when everything bad and wrong
will be undone:
“Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven and the first earth had passed
away, and the sea was no more. I also saw the holy city, the new Jerusalem, coming down out
of heaven from God, prepared like a bride adorned for her husband. Then I heard a loud
voice from the throne: Look, God’s dwelling is with humanity, and he will live with them. They
will be his peoples, and God himself will be with them and will be their God” (Rev. 21:1-3).
This is the new day. When all things are made new. And “all things” include our elusive
emotional lives. In the present day, we are fickle and rebellious. We know the right we should
do, and we know the right we should feel. But we don’t. Far too often, we don’t feel as we
should. But our glorification in Christ will include the setting in proper order of our emotions. We
will value what is truly valuable. We will be satisfied by what is truly satisfying. We will feel what
we ought to have been feeling all along. And this is good news.
A stale faith, if you recognize the error in it, is an opportunity to long for heaven when it’s not
going to be this way any more.
So don’t give up, friend. Don’t give up if it feels a bit stale. Trust in what you know to be true –
and in whom you know to be the source of truth, and keep going.
> Read more from Michael.
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